FRIB Cryogenic Plant Status
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Introduction
The FRIB cryogenic plant is on schedule for a cool‐
down to 4.5 K at the end of 2017. Most of the major
components such as the warm compressors and 4.5
K cold boxes have been ordered or, like the liquid
storage dewars and cold compressors, are in the bid
process. Cold and warm piping design is ongoing
and the installation of the major lines should start in
the late spring of 2016. JLab is also finishing the
design and supporting the procurement of the
cryogenic distribution system scheduled for
installation starting in the fall of 2015.

Cold Box Room

The FRIB cryogenic helium refrigeration system is
based on a modified JLab CHLII plant that has
operated successfully for the past two years by
meeting major design goals while adopting the
‘Ganni Cycle Floating Pressure Technology.’ Much of
this equipment was developed as a result of over 30
combined years of 2 K operational experience at
JLab and SNS.

Compressor Room

Deliverable

Status

Scheduled
finish date

4.5 K cold system

Expected delivery Dec 2015

July 2016

Cold compressors &
subatmospheric cold Cold compressor award imminent
box

July 2017

Warm compressors

Expected delivery Feb 2016

July 2016

Gas storage

Tanks now arriving

July 2016

Liquid storage

Bidding process, expected delivery
May 2016

July 2016
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Design Basis
The FRIB plant design incorporates some improvements to using lessons
learned from the first generation systems at JLab/SNS and has additional
requirements to support 4.5 K loads. The civil layout is unique since it is
primarily driven by the integrating the new FRIB accelerator and the
existing Cyclotron experimental areas. The FRIB cryo plant design takes
into account new process and civil requirements while incorporating
them into a new plant layout where the equipment is oriented to
maximize operability and access.
• All of the main compressors are nearly the same size and design as
JLab CHLII, except that one first stage unit has its flow rate increased
by 20% to handle the additional 4.5 K refrigeration load. In the past 2
years, these compressors have proven to be an efficient and sound
design.
• The FRIB 4.5 K cold box is a modified design of JLab CHLII and is
equipped to handle 50% more shield load, an additional 4.5K
refrigeration load and incorporates newly designed 300‐80 K heat
exchangers, since the liquid nitrogen usage of the JLab cold box was
double its guaranteed performance and is in the process of being
replaced by the vendor.
• The preliminary design of the sub‐atmospheric cold box has been
greatly simplified by eliminating LN cooled motors, thermal shield, and
2 K/4 K heat exchanger (moved to each cryomodule, similar to the SNS
arrangement).
• The 10 kL, standard model liquid helium dewar at FRIB will incorporate
a similar JLab/SNS dewar neck insert having cryogenic connections.
The dewar is mainly used for inventory management and can be useful
to handle peak loads.
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